My 7-day Vibrant Adventure

Your Sensational. Engaged. Expressive. Life Begins Now!
Welcome to Your 7-Day Vibrant Adventure.
During the next 7 days you will:
Discover Your Vibrant Wellbeing Destination
Sense Your Connection with Nature
Engage in One Daily Self-Care Habit
Express Vibrant Wellbeing
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Discover your Vibrant Wellbeing Destination
Where are you going?
Before you embark on your adventure, you need to
know where you want to go.
Sure 7 days may not be long enough to erase joint pain
or lose 10 pounds but you can set your sights on your
long-term Vibrant Wellbeing Destination. And you
can take steps towards your destination right now.
Set your intention: Your WHAT and WHY
Your Wellbeing Destination is WHAT you want. Maybe you want to sleep 8 hours/night, lose
weight, be more active, or be less reactive.
Consider the following ideas. WHAT appeals to you?
(Check off as many WHATs as you want and add your own ideas)
Consistent energy

Upbeat, relaxed emotions

Better sleep

A more organized household

To wake rested, refreshed and clear-headed

Healthy, Fast meal preparation

A toned, flexible body

Less stress, anxiety or depression

Smooth digestion

To age gracefully

Easy elimination

Healthy Cravings

To move easily

More time

Now that you have an idea of what you want, write a clear statement of WHAT you want.
For example: I want to have less joint pain on a daily basis.
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Now…WHY are you here?
If you only seek change for the results, your WHAT (losing 10 pounds for an event), what
happens next? Where will you find your motivation to continue your healthy habits?
In order to to make lasting change, you need to dig a little deeper…
WHY do you want to lose weight, move without pain, sleep through the night?
Your WHY is your guiding light.
For example, I want to sleep 8 hours/night (my WHAT) so that I will have more energy to connect
with friends and family (my WHY).
Write a clear statement of your WHY.

If it’s difficult to put your WHY into words, turn on the RIGHT
side of your brain.
Close your eyes. Imagine you are enjoying Vibrant
Wellbeing.
What do you look like, how do you feel?
Take out your markers and draw your Vibrant
Wellbeing image in the middle of the sun.
Now you are ready to depart!
Are you wondering HOW will you get to your
destination?
Great! Let me be your guide.

Turn the page and get ready to:
Sense Your Connection with Nature
Engage in One Daily Self-Care Habit
Express Vibrant Wellbeing
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Adventure Day 1:

Sense Your Connection with Nature
I want to inspire you to live in rhythm with nature so that
you can embrace your freedom to enjoy Vibrant
Wellbeing.
When you choose to harmonize with nature, you
experience abundant energy, confidence and clarity
(expressions of vibrant wellbeing) every day.

Awaken your senses.
Harmonize.
Trust.
Your Day 1 Adventure is about connection and curiosity. Your mission is to investigate nature’s
rhythm and your own.
Nature’s rhythms cycle every 4 hours and repeat every 12 hours.
Time of Day

Nature’s Rhythm

6-10 am/pm

Slow, Downward

10-2 am/pm

Quick/Sharp, Upward

2-6 am/pm

Erratic, Outward

Today, invest 5-10 minutes or more (if curiosity strikes you) and complete the following steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Grab a note pad and pen (colored markers if you’re feeling creative).
Step outside for a moment during each of the 4 hour cycles (if you are awake).
Connect and awaken your senses…smell, taste, look, listen, feel.
Answer the following questions. Draw or describe what you feel.
• What kind of energy do you notice around you and within you?
• What do you want to do at these times - move, be still, eat, sleep?
5. Assess if you are harmonizing with nature by answering the following questions. Trust. Don’t
judge what you feel:
• Do I feel dull, slow, achy in the morning?
• Do I feel frustrated, intense or hot in the middle of the day?
• Am I unfocused or exhausted late in the afternoon?
If you answered yes to any of the above, your body, mind and spirit need a tune up. Don’t worry.
You are not alone. Days 2-7, will help you begin to live a more harmonious rhythm with nature.

Aventure on!
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Adventure Days 2-7:

Engage in One Daily Self-Care Habit
As you Sense your connection to nature, you become more aware of when you are in rhythm and
when you may be off the beat. If you’re feeling overwhelmed or stuck, it’s likely you’re out of rhythm
at some point during your day. Most often we get out of rhythm by fighting against the rhythm,
which can look like sleeping too late, eating too much, eating too late, or moving too fast.
Good news: You have abundant opportunities to sync up with nature during the day. The clock
shows several options for how you can sync up to nature’s rhythms.

Why would these habits help?
Each habit brings you into rhythm
with what’s going on in nature at
that time of day. For example,
eating your most substantial meal,
mid-day, allows your body to take
advantage of the transformative
energy of the sun, which is highest
mid day.
Pick 1
daily habit

Pick ONE and only ONE habit that
you will practice every day for 1
week (ok 5/7 days).
Embrace the freedom of the
adventure!
But, avoid overwhelm and favor
simplicity. You can always switch
things up or add another habit
adventure next week.

Adventure Hint:
If you want to get the most out of your adventure, I suggest opting to eat a light meal (soup or
salad) before sundown. You’ll rest deeper, wake lighter, and enjoy a taste of Vibrant Wellbeing
every day this week.
Make a commitment by finishing the following statement.
This week I will…..
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Express Vibrant Wellbeing
As you Engage in one daily self-care habit, make note of how you feel.
Use the Vibrancy Rater below. Each morning when you wake up answer the question: How do I
feel today?
Post this page on your bathroom mirror and enjoy the view!
1 = I can’t open my eye - 5 = a little foggy -10 = I’m so vibrant I’ve got to wear shades!

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7
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Imagine waking up feeling a Vibrant 10 every morning.

My Sensational Self-Care Program will guide you to enjoy Vibrant Wellbeing every day.
If you want to reach your destination, you need a guide and a community.
Be strong, be fearless, be beautiful. And believe that anything is possible when you have the
right people there to support you.
~Misty Copeland
Schedule a FREE 30 minute Wellbeing Coaching Session today!

After a year of prioritizing daily, nourishing self-care habits you will be living an more
Sensational Engaged Expressive
Life.

In Support of your Vibrant Wellbeing,
Kristen Polzien, Ph.D.
Health Coach
200 hour Registered Yoga Teacher
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